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Genius GX-Control
DarkLight Mouse Pad

Special Price

$13.27 was

$18.95

Product Images

Short Description

Genius now launches a new series of soft gaming mouse pads for pro gamers. GX-Speed Darklight Edition is a
slick cloth weave pad designed for precise and fast tracking during MMORPG or RTS gaming. GX-Control
Darklight Edition is a heavily textured weave pad designed for accurate mouse movement during FPS gaming.
GX soft gaming mouse pads have non-slip natural thick rubber padding that provide a superb surface grip
during extended gaming sessions and a dense, anti-fraying long-lasting stitched frame to tear your
opponents and not your mouse pad to shreds.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

Genius now launches a new series of soft gaming mouse pads for pro gamers. GX-Speed Darklight Edition is a
slick cloth weave pad designed for precise and fast tracking during MMORPG or RTS gaming. GX-Control
Darklight Edition is a heavily textured weave pad designed for accurate mouse movement during FPS gaming.
GX soft gaming mouse pads have non-slip natural thick rubber padding that provide a superb surface grip
during extended gaming sessions and a dense, anti-fraying long-lasting stitched frame to tear your
opponents and not your mouse pad to shreds. The enlarged pad size of 450 x 370 mm allows comfortable
and unrestricted movement delivering maximum performance during tournament play. A binding strap is
included so you can roll up the mouse pad and take it with you to your next game event.

Features

 Heavily textured weave Designed for pro gamers, the GX-Control Darklight features a heavily

textured weave to execute precise and accurate mouse movement.

 Non-slip natural rubber padding 3 mm non-slip natural thick rubber padding provides more

comfort and a superb surface grip during gaming session.

 Large pad size The large 450 x 370 mm pad size allows comfortable and unrestricted

movement delivering maximum performance during tournament play.

 Trim overstitch edges Trim overstitch edges ensures anti-fraying and durability.

 Binding strap A high-quality strap is included so you can roll up the mouse pad and take it

with you to your next game event.

Specifications

Dimensions: 17.72" x 14.57" x 0.12"
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Additional Information

Brand Genius

SKU GX-CONTROL-DARKLIGHT-D

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 4710268241430

Special Price $13.27


